“I had an awesome experience with Katalyze. They improved my communication skills and also
enhanced my confidence level. I am very much thankful to my trainer, Ms. Meenakshi, the director of
Katalyze, for her excellent teaching.
I can confidently say that Katalyze is the best place for Communication Skills.”
-V Apparao, State Bank of India, Andhra Pradesh

“I am Siva from Infosys Bangalore. I trained with Meenakshi for Business English. It took us a few
months, but now I have improved my English significantly and am able to recognise grammatical errors
if any. She is very friendly in nature and cleared all my questions/doubts in a detailed way and with
lots of practical examples.
She used unique techniques to improve my spoken English and vocabulary and I highly recommend her
to all who are looking to enhance their communication skills. She is very punctual and extremely
meticulous about her sessions.”
-Siva, Infosys, Bangalore (For more details please contact at psivakup@gmail.com)
I work for a top Multi National in Hyderabad. Although, I am technically very strong, I was not able
to showcase my skills in office and was scared of attending phone conferences with on-site teams. I
had this fear of English that held me back. I tried several places for improving my communication
skills and literally broke my back, but did not see any changes. Providentially, I attended a Katalyze
Workshop in February, 2014 and decided to train with Meenakshi. Astonishingly within a month I was
confident and could interact freely at work.. Then I realized. The course pattern is unique and
engaging. It effectively handles all areas such as communication skills, emails, presentation skills as
well as personality development. The course starts with Phrases and Expression and the trainer
(Meenakshi) is persistent. I really appreciate her and am thankful to her for her help.
I am very pleased to share my happiness.
-Uma Shankar Reddy Kadire, IBM Hyderabad
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“I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for conducting the workshop on “Dining Etiquette”
for classes IV to IX in Jaypee Public School,Noida on 24th,May,2014.The workshop was a success
and was appreciated by the participating students and faculty members.
The participants significantly benefited with the activity and knowledge shared during workshop.
Our school appreciates your time dedicated and contribution in inducing social etiquette in our
students. Looking forward for more workshops.”
-Himanshi Kumar, PET, Life Skills In charge, JPS, NOIDA

“This letter is with regards to Meenakshi Sood whose efforts and dedication have helped me improve
my communication skills and day to day spoken English. I am working in a real estate company as an
Executive Director, handling all aspects of the company which include Finance, Marketing and Sales,
HR Operations, etc. In this cut throat competition we have to survive on clients who invest in
projects. Earlier I was unable to consolidate these clients due to lack of communication skills. I got
her reference from a friend and enrolled in the Katalyze Communication Program for two months. I
am now extremely comfortable with the language and would like to recommend Meenakshi. Without
her efforts, I would not have been able to achieve this.”

-NIRMAL VASWANI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SKYLINE INFRATECH PVT LTD
"The teaching procedure of Katalyze is excellent. Meenakshi is in a league of her own. I definitely
believe that she can take anyone to the next level within a short span. "
-Dr. Gitanjali Saha, Calcutta
"I learnt so much in two months. Vocabulary, phrases, skills related to listening, reading and
communication. Now I can easily talk in English without any hesitation. They have well structured
material and they modify their sessions based on individual needs. I CAN GIVE 10 ON 10 BECAUSE I
LEARNT MORE THAN WHAT I EXPECTED. "
-Sandeep Chaurasia, IIT Chennai
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